Regional Code Adoption Survey 2017 - Summary

• What additional assistance could/would your city desire in relation to the code adoption process, amendment adoption, or contractor/builder/trades training about codes?
  • 18 of 25 respondents would like contractor/builder/trades training
  • Other responses:
    • Cost analysis based on current adopted codes vs. proposed codes for residential and commercial development
    • Advice for how small communities can keep up with all the new requirements and how city staff and third-party inspections will be impacted
    • Plan submittal checklists for residential and commercial applicants
    • Energy Code amendments
    • Permit fee survey information
    • More timely completion of amendment process
    • Expand reasoning statements on the recommended amendments
Work Program Feedback from RCCC Members

• Regarding charging a fee for regional amendments: Consider a “request for waiver of fee” option for smaller communities which might not have the budget for purchasing the amendments.